
H O W  T O  P L A Y

WHO SHOULD PLAY?
for 2 or more players suitable for almost everyone 10 or

older

WHAT IS THE OBJECT OF THE GAME?
to score the most points by matching
your guess to the given answer

to get to know people you care about
better in case you need to make
healthcare decisions for them in the
future

HOW DO YOU KEEP SCORE?
each correct match is awarded 1
point; if a bonus round occurs, each
correct match is worth 2 points

if you can say you know the people
you care about better and had fun
learning, then you get all the points

For 2 people, one person answers
while the other guesses; then switch.
For a group, one person answers
while all others guess; then rotate
around so each person has a turn

Take turns answering the Whaddya Know
question or making a guess.

Allow about 20 seconds for a person to
write down the answer or guess on
Whaddya Know Cards,/Sheet or any
piece of paper.

For a group, allow each guesser to
share at a time.

Discuss and advocate. Answerer
awards points to guesses that reflect
their truth.

When prompted, the guessers reveal
what they said to the answerer.

The answerers then reveal the true
answer.

KEEP ANSWERS/GUESSES SECRET
until prompted for the reveal!

KEEP ANSWERS/GUESSES SECRET
until prompted for the reveal!

For each team, one person answers
while all others guess; then rotate
around so each person has a turn

Divide players into evenly numbered
teams.

Allow about 20 seconds for a person to
write down the answer or guess on
Whaddya Know Cards,/Sheet or any
piece of paper.

Within each team, allow each guesser
to share at a time.

Discuss and advocate. Answerer
awards points to guesses that reflect
their truth.

When prompted, the guessers reveal
what they said to the answerer.

The answerers then reveal the true
answer.

HOW DOES THE GAME GO?
Find a partner or a group together; groups can play in teams or against
each other individually

Playing against a partner or others in group Playing in teams against each other

Register for the game at
https://bit.ly/3dcgqT0
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